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	Text10: Harvard Library
	Text11: FAS / HL Research & Education / User Research Center
	Text12: Lamont Library, URC (A10) - project to be completed remotely.
	Text13: Laura C. Wood
	Text14: Amy Deschenes
	Text15: amy_deschenes@harvard.edu
	Text16: Harvard Library Research & Education provides services to students including consultations, liaison services, and workshops on research skills. The User Research Center (URC) provides services to the Harvard community such as executing library user experience (UX) research, consultations on how to conduct UX research, and testing for digital accessibility. The two units have collaborated on projects in the past including the research for excellence in remote learning & teaching and accessibility remediation for research guides. 
	Text17: The fellow will work with the URC team to plan and execute a research study, using interviews and observational research to gather information on how undergraduates complete assignments, when they use the libraries or other support services, and perceived effort of the same assignments. The fellow will work with the URC to synthesize the data. Findings will be shared broadly with library staff.
	Text18: FAS Libraries | UX Research on Harvard Undergraduate Research ProcessLibrary staff have a deep understanding about how library users conduct research. However, we have significant evidence that many students from all disciplines complete assignments and do research without using the libraries at all. Some of these students described barriers in their research that could have been overcome by using  
	Text19: the libraries, but they didn’t realize the value the libraries provide. This project will execute on the following research plan to inform how the library supports students.Research Questions: Primary: - When and why do students decide to ask for research help? How do they find out about and evaluate their options? Where do they typically go for help and why?  - How might we enable more students to find value in the libraries?Secondary: - How do students typically conduct research in different disciplines? What works well? What could be better? - What problems, needs, and motivations related to research are common across different levels of students and different disciplines? We seek a fellow to conduct user research to understand how students from various disciplines would approach the same research assignments. The fellow should be experienced with social science research methods and will execute on a prepared research plan to uncover when, why, and how students from different academic concentrations engage with research support services including, but not limited to, the libraries, writing center, teaching fellows, academic support center, and others.We also want to understand when a student learns a new skill related to research and how it changes their behavior (and when it doesn’t change their behavior). What learned skills make their research skills more effective and efficient? This user research will inform how librarians promote and offer services. It will also broaden staff understanding on how to support the research needs of non-library users. Library staff will be able to make online content, both synchronously delivered and asynchronously available, more tailored and timely.


